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U.S. Syria policy had been due for a major rethink, even before Donald Trump was elected president. America’s publicly

articulated goals in Syria—including effecting a negotiated political transition away from Syrian President Bashar al-

Assad and totally defeating the self-proclaimed Islamic State and other jihadists now inside Syria—have been obviously

impossible for some time now, at least in their most optimistic formulation and using any realistic means. Continuing

U.S. involvement in Syria and support for the Syrian opposition mostly would have made sense in more cynical terms.

America could not proxy-war its way to an inclusive, stable end-state in Syria, but it could bloody the Assad regime and

its allies, Russia and Iran, and frustrate their brutal campaign to retake Syria.

If, as now seems likely, President-elect Trump is going to prioritize more cooperative relations with Russia and even

coordinate to fight jihadists in Syria, that strategy no longer seems operative. But even as the United States reevaluates

its Syria posture and potentially disengages from the Syrian opposition, it must be careful not to overcorrect. The Syrian

opposition is a problematic partner, but the United States should not turn instead to the Assad regime. Allowing the

United States to be enlisted in Assad’s war would gravely damage America’s international standing and, in practice,

promise little operational benefit. The idea is to extricate America from the Syrian war, not to join an escalation on

behalf of the other side. America should not walk away from the opposition (and U.S. allies) abruptly and without

guaranteeing opposition partners some soft landing. The United States should continue to fight Islamic State, but not so

single-mindedly and recklessly that it endangers other key U.S. interests. And America must continue to invest in Syrian

civilian well-being, inside and outside Syria, both for the sake of those civilians and to mitigate the war’s long-term

destabilizing impact on the Middle East and the world. This report expands upon these policy recommendations for the

United States as its new president prepares to take office and the Syrian war approaches its six-year mark.

Trump on Syria

The election of Donald Trump as president of the United States appears to be a turning point for U.S. involvement in

Syria’s civil war, as well as for Syria itself. President-elect Trump’s policy preferences in a number of areas, foreign and

domestic, seem partially formed or subject to revision—pending input from his advisors. But Trump’s stances on the

Syrian war and on America’s relationship with Russia have been basically consistent before and after his election and,

seemingly, genuinely felt.

In a post-election interview with the Wall Street Journal,  Trump expressed his skepticism of standing U.S. policy on

Syria:

“I’ve had an opposite view of many people regarding Syria,” he said.
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He suggested a sharper focus on fighting Islamic State, or ISIS, in Syria, rather than on ousting Syrian

President Bashar al-Assad. “My attitude was you’re fighting Syria, Syria is fighting ISIS, and you have to get

rid of ISIS. Russia is now totally aligned with Syria, and now you have Iran, which is becoming powerful,

because of us, is aligned with Syria. … Now we’re backing rebels against Syria, and we have no idea who these

people are.”

If the U.S. attacks Mr. Assad, Mr. Trump said, “we end up fighting Russia, fighting Syria.”

Now, irrespective of one’s opinion of Trump’s other public positions and of Trump personally, several of these points are

correct.

Russia has committed itself to the defense of its Syrian client, the Assad regime. As such, fighting “Syria”—that is, the

regime of Bashar al-Assad—could mean fighting Russia. Moscow’s September 2015 intervention on behalf of the regime

substantially raised the risk of a great power confrontation over Syria, effectively foreclosing many of the United States’

options for intervening militarily against Assad. The U.S. policy menu had previously included a broader range of

military options such as unilateral airstrikes on regime installations, options that were of unclear strategic utility but

were, nonetheless, far more feasible than they are today. Overnight, these choices became prohibitively risky, at least

relative to their likely effectiveness.

And while it is overstatement to say “we have no idea” who Syria’s rebels are, it is true that there is a lot that the United

States does not know about Syria’s armed opposition, including groups that are recipients of U.S. support. To the extent

that America does understand Syria’s rebels, it is apparent that they are a problematic partner.
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Western analysts and officials would prefer to neatly categorize rebels as either “moderates” and “extremists.” But the fact

is that the local, interpersonal, and familial relationships between rebels remain largely opaque to outsiders, who have a

limited understanding of how the many rebel factions relate to each other and exactly what happens to the expansive

material support the United States and its allies have sent across the border from Turkey and Jordan. What is known is

that U.S.-backed rebels are intermingled with dangerous jihadists, and there is no obvious way to separate them. Because

NATIONWIDE MAP NOVEMBER 2, 2016. SOURCE: AGATHOCLE DE SYRACUSE. CLICK HERE FOR INTERACTIVE MAP.
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of the opposition’s factionalism, a minority of jihadists is able to exercise outsized influence over the insurgency writ

large. And any support for Syria’s armed opposition is likely to benefit jihadists, not, as some argue, shift the intra-

opposition balance in favor of more acceptable factions.

Despite the United States’ substantial material investment in non-jihadist rebels, it exercises only limited leverage over

them relative to more proximate patrons in Turkey and Jordan.

A negotiated resolution to the war is impossible because of the nature of both the armed opposition and the Assad

regime. The regime remains the most brutal party to the war and is totally intransigent on key political questions. The

non-jihadist opposition, while potentially more flexible, still holds to minimum demands that amount to the

decapitation of the regime, making negotiations a non-starter. Absent a fundamental change in the character of one or

more of Syria’s warring parties, a negotiated resolution to the conflict is vanishingly unlikely.

A “soft partition” of the country and decentralization of political control would be desirable, but this seems unachievable

in the near or middle term. The United States thus has no positive, stabilizing end-state it can hope to achieve in Syria,

at least not in the foreseeable future.

Under a President Hillary Clinton, the United States could have pursued objectives in Syria that fell short of “victory” but

were nonetheless worthwhile. By continuing to back Syria’s armed opposition—including, indirectly, transnational

jihadists—America could have spoiled the work of the Assad regime, Iran, and Russia. To the extent that the regime and

its allies are waging war using tactics that are morally offensive and ultimately counterproductive for long-term stability

in Syria and the broader region, frustrating their efforts could itself have been constructive. Syria could also have been an

opportunity to impose a cost for Russia’s destabilizing behavior worldwide.

None of this now seems likely under a President Trump who has made warmer, more cooperative ties with Russia

central to his foreign policy agenda. If checking Russia—as well as its Assad regime and Iranian allies—is not to some

extent an end in itself, then it makes sense for the United States to more seriously pursue unilateral de-escalation in

Syria. In practice, this means the phased and conditional end to U.S. support for Syria’s rebels.

Absent a fundamental change in the character of one or more of
Syria’s warring parties, a negotiated resolution to the conflict is
vanishingly unlikely.
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At the same time, America needs to be sure it does not simply entangle itself with another deeply problematic Syrian

partner, the Assad regime. And it should not commit itself to an opposite—but still-doomed—escalation alongside

Russia.

Under a President Hillary Clinton, Americans would have had to worry about the United States taking unilateral

military action against Assad that would have risked open conflict with Russia for uncertain strategic ends.

Under President Donald Trump, Americans need to worry about going too far in the opposite direction. If U.S. Syria

policy will be shaped by a larger rapprochement with Russia, then, within those strategic constraints, the United States

needs to avoid conceding too much for too little to Russia in Syria. And, critically, the United States must not let itself be

enlisted in the Assad regime, Iranian, and Russian war effort. A campaign that aims to defend and restore Assad control

using indiscriminate, illegal means does not serve U.S. interests.

The regime is not “fighting ISIS” meaningfully or in a fashion that is conducive to American aims. Syria’s east, where the

U.S.-led coalition is fighting Islamic State (ISIS, or IS) alongside Kurdish-led forces, is a mostly separate theater. The war

on Islamic State is largely unlinked to the central civil war between the Assad regime and the opposition in Syria’s west.

The Assad regime and its allies have scored some victories against Islamic State. But they have been and remain focused

on defending the regime against all insurgent threats—primarily, the non-Islamic State armed opposition, which poses a

more immediate danger to the regime. The Assad regime’s priorities have become those of its international allies,

including Russia, and Islamic State is lower on the regime’s list of worries.

The United States faces serious, maybe insurmountable challenges in its continuing fight against Islamic State in eastern

Syria. America has made its most important gains against Islamic State in partnership with the Syrian affiliate of the

Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which has endangered neighboring Turkey’s stability and gravely strained the U.S.-

Turkish relationship. It likely makes sense in the near term to slow the campaign on Islamic State, which is by now

mostly contained, in order to manage some of these disruptive second-order effects and avoid the collapse of U.S. gains

against Islamic State to date.

Teaming with the Assad regime will not resolve these strategic contradictions, nor will it help defeat Islamic State. The

Assad regime is a terminally flawed partner, from its depleted military capabilities; to its commission of barbaric,

repulsive offenses; to its justifiably toxic reputation regionally and internationally; to its general untrustworthiness. The

United States must not, in cooperating with Russia, become the superpower accomplice of the Assad regime.

In order to conceptualize a workable U.S. Syria policy in 2017 and beyond, it’s necessary to acknowledge that many of
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America’s most ambitious goals in Syria are not currently achievable. The United States cannot bring about a stabilizing,

negotiated solution to the war, and it cannot perfectly defeat the jihadists now on the loose inside Syria who pose a threat

to Americans at home and abroad. Effectively switching sides in the war will not make these goals more attainable.

What the United States can do, instead, is work independently and in cooperation with traditional allies to contain the

Syrian war’s most dangerous emanations. To that end, America should continue to limit its direct involvement and

exposure in the conflict, although it can take action on the margins to achieve specific U.S. aims.

The following report is an effort to lay out a U.S. Syria policy that is the best of a set of unpalatable options. It is premised

on my subjective understanding of the war and its various players, based on my own reporting on the conflict. With that

as my starting point, I’ve tried to sketch something both possible and unlikely to get the United States in unnecessary

trouble. I recommend the United States:

Avoid entanglement with the Assad regime. The regime is not a useful or productive partner in service of U.S.

ends, and the political price for aligning the United States with the regime and its allies would be unacceptable.

America’s campaign against Islamic State and its targeted bombing of specific al-Qaeda targets should remain, as

they have been, deconflicted with but operationally separate from the regime and its allies’ military effort.

Not give up U.S. support to the opposition for nothing. If the United States is going to disengage from the Syrian

opposition, it should not do so for free. The Syrian opposition has been an important partner of the United States,

and it remains a source of useful leverage on the Assad regime and its Russian and Iranian allies. To the extent

possible, the United States should trade elements of its support for the opposition for a soft landing for its opposition

allies and their civilian constituents, which could also mitigate the more dangerous effects of regime victory.

Combat Islamic State, but responsibly.  There is more work to be done in the fight against Islamic State, both to

capture territory at its edges and decapitate its leadership. But it has also lost its last border outlet and is, by any

measure, substantially less dangerous. The campaign against the organization must not be so headlong as to have

unacceptably destabilizing consequences inside and outside Syria.

Prioritize civilian relief and protection. Many of the Syrian war’s long-term negative effects for Syria and the

broader region have already been locked in, but what happens next for Syrian civilians inside and outside the

country will nonetheless be critically important for their well-being and for regional and global security. The United

States must continue to lead its allies in providing humanitarian and stabilization assistance to Syrians across the

country and for the millions who will remain outside it as part of a permanent refugee diaspora. And the United

States should encourage Syria’s neighbors—with appropriate incentives, if necessary—to allow the exit of Syrians who
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cannot be safely reintegrated in regime-controlled Syria.

The State of Syria

Syria’s warring parties—chief among them, the Assad regime—have loosed horrific brutality on the country’s people,

from relentless, indiscriminate aerial bombing  to industrial-scale torture of detainees  to high-definition video

beheadings. The war has supercharged jihadist militancy worldwide and overwhelmed and destabilized Syria’s

neighbors.

For Syrians, the scale of the disaster is difficult to exaggerate. There is no reliable count of how many Syrians have died in

the war, but estimates of over 470,000 seem plausible, with almost 2 million more wounded.  More than half the

country’s people—over 10.5 million—have been driven from their homes, either displaced inside Syria or in neighboring

countries.  Much of Syria’s next generation  is likely to grow up with intermittent or no education  and, in some

instances, no experience of living under state order.

Syrians are now living in and between two separate, mostly disconnected wars, on either side of the country. In Syria’s

west, the Assad regime and its allies are fighting a mix of nationalist and jihadist rebels. The east has lately been a war

between Kurdish-led forces, backed by the U.S.-led international coalition, and Islamic State, although now the attention

of both sides has turned elsewhere.

The West: The Assad Regime versus Syria’s Rebels

The war in the west—for and against the Assad regime—is Syria’s central, crucial conflict. All of Syria’s other local wars

exist in its penumbra.

In the west, the regime is on the front foot. It has successfully neutralized nearly all the remaining pockets of rebel

control within the key western corridor running from the Syrian coast down through Homs to the capital Damascus. For

years, the regime starved and bombed most of these areas into cutting lopsided deals for limited and progressively

decreasing degrees of local autonomy. Now it is imposing final settlements on these towns, endgame deals —backed by

the threat of overwhelming military force—that entail the full restoration of state authority  and the bussing of any

irreconcilable militants to rebel-held Idlib province in the country’s north.  With these rebel enclaves winking out one

by one, the regime’s control of many of the country’s most populous, economically relevant areas is now basically

unchallenged.
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Syria’s mixed rebels still hold large sections of territory along the country’s northern and southern borders with Turkey

and Jordan, respectively, as well as in a few mostly contained pockets in the middle west.

But rebels in southern Dara’a and al-Quneitra provinces, next to Jordan and Israel, have been defanged. The Southern

Front rebel coalition had been, to many, a model —a conglomeration of overwhelmingly “Free Syrian Army” (FSA)

nationalist rebels that had successfully marginalized harder Islamists and jihadists. Then Jordan, which exercises near-

total control over military and humanitarian supplies to the south, reportedly reached a deal with Russia late last year to

neutralize the fronts parallel to its Syrian border.  Since then, southern rebels have periodically launched half-hearted

attacks on the regime, but have mostly stood down as the regime has trained its fire on rebels around Damascus and in

Syria’s north.

In the north, Aleppo province had been considered the northern stronghold of Syria’s more mainstream opposition.

But the regime’s Russian-backed offensive in February 2016 cut the rebel-held Aleppo countryside in half  and, in July

of this year, the regime finally managed to besiege Aleppo city’s rebel-held eastern neighborhoods. Despite repeated

attempts by rebels to break the blockade, the regime seems poised to eventually retake the entirety of Aleppo city.

The regime’s campaign to capture Aleppo seems to be deliberately aimed at frustrating any plans to partition the country

into viable, contiguous zones of control. The Assad regime has staked its existence on its claim to be the sole sovereign

authority over the entirety of Syria. Hence its insistence on paying public sector wages to Syrians across the country—

maintaining their continued link to the Syrian state—and, in the east, its operation of government offices in Kurdish-

held al-Hasakeh province and its stubborn refusal to cede the western half of Deir al-Zour city to Islamic State.
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REBEL INSIDE ALEPPO CITY FIRES AT PLANES OVERHEAD. SOURCE: @ZENKY_LENS.
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The regime’s capture of Aleppo should put an end to any wishful thinking that it plans a retreat to a western coastal

statelet, or an “Alawistan.” The regime will have retaken the country’s most important economic and population centers.

Rebel territory will mostly be reduced to an archipelago of rural, peripheral areas.

The remaining center of rebel dynamism in the north will be “greater Idlib”: Idlib province and the adjacent sections of

Lattakia, Hama, and Aleppo provinces. (For a discussion of east Aleppo and Turkey’s Operation Euphrates Shield, see

below.)

Idlib is jointly dominated by the Fateh al-Sham Front—formerly Syrian al-Qaeda affiliate the Nusra Front —and

opposition faction and Islamist movement Ahrar al-Sham. Ahrar al-Sham has roots in internationalist Salafi-jihadism

but has adopted a purely Syrian focus and aligned itself with the Syrian opposition mainstream.  The two compete for

influence across the province, even as they coordinate militarily.  Together, they lead the Army of Conquest alliance,

which captured Idlib’s provincial capital and drove the regime out of its remaining strongholds in the province in early

2015.

Rebel factions up and down Syria’s west range from FSA nationalists to full-bore al-Qaeda-aligned Salafi-jihadists, but

they also resist any neat internal categorization. There are clear qualitative differences in attitude and conduct between

fighters from the Fateh al-Sham Front and members of local FSA units, but factions of all types recruit from the same

families and communities. Many FSA fighters old enough to have joined the initial militarization of the revolution in

2011 and 2012, before these factional and ideological distinctions calcified, fought alongside other motivated young men

who have now run up the jihadist black flag. All these factions are intermingled and, to varying extents, collocated

throughout rebel-held territory. They frequently coordinate militarily, although factions such as Fateh al-Sham opt to
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FATEH AL-SHAM FIGHTERS PREPARE TO STORM WEST ALEPPO. SOURCE: FATEH AL-SHAM FRONT TELEGRAM.
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collaborate mostly closely with factions that are more similar to them ideologically.

The northern FSA—like the FSA nationwide—is mostly made of smaller factions that hang together on a local or

personalistic basis, often based in a single town or set of towns. The fragmented nature of the FSA prevents it from

mounting a collective defense against predatory jihadists like Fateh al-Sham. Many FSA factions shelter under Ahrar al-

Sham, which can provide some protection and often exercises effective political and moral leadership of the northern

rebel mainstream, even as it consciously defines itself as distinct from the FSA. Still, if Fateh al-Sham decides to destroy

a faction it deems a threat or an American anti-jihadist project, there seems to be nothing that can deter it.

The Fateh al-Sham Front—despite the show it made of cutting ties to al-Qaeda—remains firmly within the Salafi-jihadist

milieu, committed to unending global war against the enemies of Islam. It is dedicated to dismantling the state order in

the Muslim Middle East and beyond, even as its immediate focus remains inside Syria. A number of smaller jihadist

factions follow in its wake, such as the Uighur Chinese Turkistan Islamic Party.

Most northern factions—minus Ahrar al-Sham, jihadist factions, and several others that have been specifically excluded

—are supplied with weaponry and stipends by a joint intelligence cell called the Müşterek Operasyon Merkezi (Joint

Operations Center, or MOM), which includes representatives from the CIA and various allied intelligence services.

Exactly what happens to these foreign-supplied arms when they enter the country is unclear. At least some of this

equipment regularly leaks to Fateh al-Sham and others,  although the most high-profile, advanced weaponry—

including U.S.-made antitank TOW missiles—seems to have only proliferated in rare instances. But even foreign arms

used by their specific, intended recipients often benefit factions like Fateh al-Sham indirectly, as smaller FSA factions

backfill for larger, more dynamic Islamist and jihadist factions or play an auxiliary role in joint operations led by Ahrar

al-Sham and Fateh al-Sham.
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Despite simmering tensions between more mainline rebels and Salafi-jihadist factions led by Fateh al-Sham, any real

confrontation would fatally weaken the opposition’s fight against the regime and is seen as impossible. In January 2014,

open war erupted between rebels and Islamic State across the Syrian north. Islamic State was driven from the northwest,

both through force of arms and some quiet local arrangements. Yet the ensuing war of attrition with Islamic State cost

rebels hundreds, maybe thousands, of fighters and the entirety of their territory in the east of the country, including the

lucrative oil resources of the Euphrates river valley.

A war on Fateh al-Sham, in the midst of a desperate confrontation with the Assad regime, would be suicidal. Rebels view

Fateh al-Sham’s military strength as a necessity in the fight against the regime. Unlike the largely alien Islamic State,

Fateh al-Sham is also understood to be majority-Syrian, and its members are bound up with other rebels and civilians in

opposition-held areas through personal, familial, and other local ties.

And the regime shows no sign of letting up. It has lately prioritized the most proximate and strategic areas of insurgent

control, that is, rebel-held sections of Syria’s west. But it is insatiable, committed to the maximalist aim of recapturing all
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of Syria. It seems unlikely that aim is realistic and achievable. But there is no indication that the regime is willing to stop

until its military strength has been thoroughly exhausted, or before some kinetic deterrent compels it to halt. The regime

has continued to use all means available to it, including internationally prohibited “barrel bombs,”  chlorine gas

attacks,  and starvation sieges.

The regime is now prosecuting the war with a mix of its conventional military forces: in particular, a handful of elite

military units; locally recruited paramilitaries, organized and sponsored by regime-linked business elites,  the regime’s

security services,  and foreign actors;  Iranian ground forces and foreign Shi’ite militias mustered by Iran; and

Russian forces, including Russian aircraft flying regular bombing runs from the refurbished Hmeimim airbase.

The regime does suffer from a real manpower deficit, the result of a handful of reliably loyal constituencies being ground

down by years of war and of military-age men fleeing the country to avoid indefinite conscription into the Syrian Arab

Army.

The regime has addressed the weakness of its conventional forces in part by relying on para-state, local, or privately

funded militias, some of which fund themselves through criminal economic predation. Some analysts have argued this

reliance on auxiliaries is an outward marker of the regime’s internal rot.  Now, the inner workings of the regime are

opaque, but, to the best of my knowledge, this “militia-ization” is not evidence of weakening regime cohesion. The regime

has always functioned on competition between various centers of power, including its four overlapping security services.

The churn that is now taking place—as militia entrepreneurs and minor warlords install themselves as local bosses and

angle for positions inside Syria’s superstructure of influence—is mostly taking place in the regime’s lower tiers. These

militias are allowed substantial autonomy, but, if they overstep their bounds, the regime seems able to break them.

Critically, and in an important contrast with rebel forces, all the forces fighting for the regime seem to be part of a

coherent command-and-control structure.

The regime now presides over a likely majority of Syria’s population,  including hundreds of thousands of displaced

people from elsewhere in the country.  Syrians still living under the regime remain for a number of reasons, ranging

from genuine political support for the Syrian state; to dysfunction and hardship in rebel-held areas, which are subjected

to periodic regime aerial bombing; to fear of insurgents run amok, particularly among religious minorities and known

supporters of the regime.

Life continues semi-normally in these regime areas, although the influx of displaced people has strained local services

and the collapse of the Syrian lira  has meant that many residents, including those surviving on public sector salaries,

now struggle to afford rent and staple foods.  Absent some form of economic normalization and an infusion of foreign

investment, the Syrian economy seems likely to gradually deteriorate further. But a total and sudden economic collapse
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does not seem imminent and would presumably be forestalled by a cash infusion from Iran.

In these areas, the regime’s security apparatus—complete with arbitrary detention and torture to death —appears to

still operate with no reform or accountability.

Rebel-held areas are kept semi-functional by a mix of city- and town-level municipal councils, relief organizations, and

charities, although the ongoing war and, in particular, the regime’s indiscriminate aerial bombing make normal civilian

life impossible.  Above the local level, there is very little governing connective tissue. Some unifying province-level or

national bodies exist, but their effective reach is limited, either because of scant resources or because, in some cases, their

authority is resisted by armed factions on the ground. Local civil society and activism persists, but its most controversial

expression—critical, independent political and social activism, as opposed to things like relief work—has been

suppressed in many areas.

The armed factions with the most problematic visions for the country, politically and socially, are typically the ones best-

positioned to define rebel political order. The opposition’s most important recent gains—the sections of Idlib captured by

the Army of Conquest coalition—have been governed jointly by the Army of Conquest’s factions, including Fateh al-

Sham, which have presided over a civilian administration and a limited, functional role for civilian bodies like the

Coalition and the Idlib Provincial Council. The experiment has reportedly been hobbled by inter-factional jostling and

only partially functional.

To the extent that the opposition has a unifying vision, it is mostly a negative one—the removal of Assad and the

dismantling of the regime’s coercive security apparatus.  Beyond that, there is little consensus.

The regime’s outlook, meanwhile, is both more coherent and more unforgiving. I returned from a recent visit to

Damascus convinced that the regime is immutable.  It has not improved or changed, and it does not seem capable of

compromise. What it has offered to its constituents is a reproduction of its pre-war authoritarian order, largely

unamended, except in more materially desperate straits and with a fraction of the population.

The East: The Kurds and Islamic State

Syria’s east is now effectively divided between the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), which are dominated by the Kurdish

People’s Protection Units (YPG), and Islamic State.

With backing from the U.S.-led international coalition, the SDF have pushed Islamic State back from Syria’s Turkish

border and, in the process, joined a string of Kurdish enclaves to form a federation of “cantons” in “Rojava,” or Western
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Kurdistan. Contiguous Rojava stretches along the Turkish border from the Euphrates River, Syria’s midpoint, to the

country’s far northeast corner in Qamishli.

Thanks to the SDF’s gains and, now, Turkey’s intervention in east Aleppo, Islamic State has lost its last border outlets to

Turkey. Yet it still holds territory stretching up through the Euphrates river valley from Iraq; past its urban nerve center

in Syria, al-Raqqa; and into the eastern Aleppo countryside. With Russia’s help, the Assad regime was able to drive

Islamic State from its most dangerous Homs foothold in western Syria and from the desert crossroads city of Palmyra,

but Islamic State nonetheless continues to attack and harass regime forces in the country’s central desert waste.

The regime still holds a few pockets of territory in the east, including sections of PYD-controlled urban centers and a

piece of Deir al-Zour city besieged by Islamic State. But in all these areas, the regime is mostly fighting to hang on and

maintain some symbolic presence, not to recapture large sections of the east. Opposition rebels haven’t existed in eastern

Syria since summer 2014.

Both Islamic State and the YPG have been successful, in large
part, because of their coherence.

FEMALE SDF COMMANDER RADIOS HER COMRADES IN NORTH AL-RAQQA. SOURCE: YPGROJAVA.ORG.
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Both Islamic State and the YPG have been successful, in large part, because of their coherence. In contrast to the

unmanageable factional mix of Syria’s rebels, both Islamic State and the YPG can claim unitary command over capable,

motivated fighters, and each have imposed a political order that makes predictable sense in the areas of their control.

Although Islamic State has lost key territory at its periphery and been weakened by a campaign of coalition bombing, it

continues to put up spirited resistance militarily.  Its jihadist security state—complete with a redistributive welfare

apparatus, Islamic courts, and internal security service—appears to remain mostly functional in its remaining core areas

of control.

Islamic State seems to have persisted largely because of its enemies’ political contradictions,  as well as its own success

at liquidating any potential rivals inside its Sunni Arab constituency in areas of its control. It fairly thoroughly broke the

east’s rebel factions, absorbing some and massacring others. Those left were scattered across a dozen different factions

and alliances up and down the country or run into permanent exile. There is no locally rooted and demographically

representative—that is, eastern Sunni Arab—faction that can seriously challenge Islamic State in al-Raqqa province and

Deir al-Zour.

Thus, much of the heavy lifting in the fight against Islamic State has been done by the Kurdish YPG. The YPG has

distinguished itself for being disciplined, competent, and—unlike many Syrian Arab rebels—free of confusing Islamist

sympathies and apparently impervious to Islamic State infiltration. It is also the military wing of the Democratic People’s
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Party (PYD), the Syrian affiliate of the Kurdish PKK, which has waged a decades-long insurgency against the Turkish

state and has been designated a terror organization by the United States. The upper echelons of the YPG, the PYD, and

related acronyms like TEV-DEM are staffed by long-time PKK cadres, presumably a major factor in the YPG’s military

effectiveness.

The more inclusive “SDF” brand was apparently adopted at the prompting of the United States military.  It includes an

assortment of smaller local Arab factions dubbed the “Syrian Arab Coalition,” which serve as junior auxiliaries to the YPG

and which the United States supplies directly with arms.  The YPG is not considered legally “vetted” by the United

States and thus receives only air support, not direct material support.

Since their dramatic defense of the town of Kobani against an Islamic State assault in late 2014 and early 2015, the YPG

has enthusiastically accepted air support from the U.S.-led coalition as it has joined together the pieces of Rojava.

Though the PYD has floated its decentralized federalism as a possible model for all Syria,  the PYD seems to be the only

one of Syria’s main factions that doesn’t aspire to control the entirety of the country. What it wants, instead, is a

contiguous, defensible stretch of territory that runs along most of Turkey’s border and combines the three Kurdish

cantons in northern Syria;  all that remains is for the SDF to take “al-Shahba” (the eastern Aleppo countryside) to reach

Afrin, an isolated pocket of SDF control in the northwest corner of Aleppo province.

The PYD is widely viewed by Syria’s other factions as both an ally of the regime and an ethnic separatist movement,  a

perception it has aggravated by unilaterally declaring its own federalist system. In line with PKK chief Abdullah Ocalan’s

most recent ideological revisions, it officially espouses the devolution of political authority to the local level within the

Middle East’s existing state borders and the peaceful coexistence of the region’s ethnic “components.”  The PYD has

established a set of decentralized, “democratic”—that is, ethnically inclusive—courts and governing councils on the

Ocalan “Apoist” model  and subsidized in part by the Assad regime, which continues to operate some government

offices and pay salaries.

The PYD and its military and security arms have suppressed political dissent, engaged in forced conscription, and

effectively cleansed some Arab areas whose residents are suspected of loyalties to Islamic State, Turkey, and Turkish-

backed opposition groups.  The YPG has also been persistently accused of marginalizing Arab factional partners  that

resisted YPG tutelage.

Both Islamic State and the PYD/YPG are preoccupied with a conflict other than the core Syrian war. The PYD/YPG

fights Islamic State and has periodically clashed with Assad regime forces,  but it seems to understand its war as

primarily one with Turkey and with rebel factions it considers Turkish jihadist proxies, ranging from Islamic State to
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Ahrar al-Sham to Turkmen FSA units. Islamic State, meanwhile, is waging an omni-sided campaign against the Assad

regime, Syria’s rebels, al-Qaeda, Jordan, Turkey, Iraq, the United States, and dozens of others. For Islamic State, the

Assad regime is just one enemy among many, and certainly not among the main threats it faces inside Syria.

East Meets West: East Aleppo and Euphrates Shield

The Syrian war’s eastern and western theaters are now intersecting in unpredictable, perhaps dangerous ways in the

northern and eastern Aleppo countryside, which looks to be a free-for-all between Turkey, Syrian rebels, the SDF, the

regime, and Islamic State.

For months, disorganized rebels in northern Aleppo had been unable to make sustainable gains against Islamic State

along the Turkish border.  The entrance of Turkish forces and rebel reinforcements as part of Operation Euphrates

Shield in August has suddenly empowered those rebels to seize large swathes of territory from Islamic State.  The

Turkish military units and Turkish-backed rebels participating in Euphrates Shield have, with coalition air support,

driven Islamic State back from Turkey’s border and seized the symbolically important town of Dabiq.

East Aleppo, and Euphrates Shield specifically, is a sort of hybrid of Syria’s eastern and western wars. Turkey has

recruited opposition rebels to man Euphrates Shield, including rebels transported through Turkish territory from Idlib

to north Aleppo. But those rebels have been deployed, to a large extent, in service of Turkish security objectives

unrelated to the fight against the Assad regime.

Euphrates Shield has successfully retaken rebel territory from Islamic State and carved out a new opposition enclave in
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the north, albeit one under more direct Turkish supervision. East Aleppo has also been a comeback of sorts for FSA

rebels, the one section of the north that is, so far, the exception in terms of jihadist and Islamist influence. This is largely

a geographic accident. The Nusra Front was already a minor presence in northern Aleppo, which was cut off from

greater Idlib by a regime offensive in February. That many forces participating in Euphrates Shield had to transit

Turkish territory from Idlib—with official Turkish approval—helped strain out jihadists like Fateh al-Sham.

But rebels are fighting as part of an operation that seems aimed primarily at heading off SDF efforts to join the Afrin

enclave to their main territory east of the Euphrates River, not at launching a major military challenge to the regime.

Now Euphrates Shield forces and the SDF in Afrin are each racing for the key city of Islamic State-held al-Bab, and they

have already turned their guns on each other. Al-Bab seems to be the southernmost end of the territory Russia is willing

to allow Turkey to capture. If the regime advances on al-Bab, Turkish-backed rebels may find themselves once again

face-to-face with the regime. Otherwise, those rebels may have just contributed to anti-SDF blocking maneuver, and

maybe the prelude to a larger confrontation between Turkey and the SDF around the east Aleppo city of Manbij.

U.S. Policy and the International Context

American Involvement in Syria

The Obama Administration has avoided being drawn into a Syrian quagmire in at least one relevant sense: aside from

limited numbers of U.S. special forces, the Obama Administration has avoided deploying American troops in Syria in

large numbers. Even as U.S. Syria policy has failed by most other metrics, at least there have been almost no American

soldiers dying in service of a set of amorphous, unachievable objectives, which is an underappreciated silver lining.

Yet the United States is otherwise extensively involved in Syria, albeit in ways that minimize America’s direct exposure to

blowback and—related—have a limited impact on the overall arc of the war.

The United States presides over an expansive joint covert arming effort for approved rebel factions fighting the Assad

regime through the MOM and its Amman-based southern equivalent, the Military Operations Center (MOC), as well as

separately, overtly providing nonlethal support to those same factions.  The Pentagon has run an overt program to train

and equip rebels to fight Islamic State at great expense and, for various practical and political reasons, with limited

returns.  The United States leads the international military coalition against Islamic State, launching daily airstrikes

against Islamic State targets across Syria and fielding limited numbers of Special Forces as forward air controllers and

advisors alongside Kurdish forces and Arab train-and-equip units.  Secretary of State John Kerry and the State
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Department have invested extensive time and resources in brokering a political transition and a negotiated end to the

war. The United States has been among the most generous donors worldwide to the Syria relief effort, contributing

nearly $6 billion in relief to date through UN agencies or, in rebel-held areas, a number of partner NGOs.  And U.S.

support for governance and service provision has been integral to keeping opposition areas partially livable.

Of course, there are many things the United States has not done, or has done too late. The 2013 “bombing non-event”

after the Assad regime’s deadly use of chemical weapons in Damascus’s suburbs, in particular, seems to have been a

missed opportunity to curb the regime’s worst behavior and shape the character of the armed opposition.

But too often, the debate over U.S. intervention in Syria devolves into a re-litigation of past decisions people didn’t like.

Regardless of the ultimate wisdom of those choices, they have substantially constrained the United States’ current and

future policy options. Conditions inside Syria—including the shape and character of the Syrian opposition—and the

posture of other key regional and international actors are materially different coming into 2017 than they were in 2013.

Of the four main camps inside Syria, the United States has partial entrée with only two: the rebels and the PYD. But it

doesn’t make sense to overstate the extent to which either of them can be considered U.S. “proxies,” and each comes with

its own limitations.

The U.S.-PYD-Turkey Triangle

The PYD is, by all accounts, transactional, and the United States has so far made an effective, mutually beneficial

transaction with it. The YPG has energetically fought Islamic State and, with the United States’ help, taken nearly all the

territory it already wanted. The United States has also accorded the PYD international legitimacy, deflected Turkish

hostility, and has provided continuing air support that has helped the overstretched YPG hold its long, incompletely

defensible line against Islamic State.

But now, as the United States is pushing for an offensive to isolate Islamic State-held al-Raqqa, it has little it can offer

the YPG to actually capture the city, which would require a complex, costly battle for an unfriendly Arab-majority urban

center. What the United States has left in trade—direct, advanced arms to the YPG; formal recognition of federal Rojava;

and American support to join the cantons—would severely disrupt America’s already damaged relationship with NATO

ally Turkey. While the PYD/YPG seems unlikely to entirely discard a thus-far hugely beneficial relationship with its

superpower patron, the United States—quite the come-up for what had been a band of guerrilla pariahs—has

demonstrated a willingness to mix-and-match support from various patrons. That has included, allegedly, arms from the

Assad regime  and Russian air support for the Afrin SDF, which does not receive international coalition support, in

their fight against Turkish-backed rebels.
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But Turkey seems to have had its fill of the PYD’s U.S.-enabled expansion. And not unreasonably—Turkish domestic

political dynamics seem to have been the most proximate cause for the 2015 collapse of the Turkey-PKK peace process

and the return to low-intensity civil war in Turkey’s southeast, but the PYD/YPG’s coalition-enabled success in Syria

seems to have raised the ceiling of the PKK’s ambitions in Turkey and further inflamed a conflict that is a genuine

menace to Turkey’s stability and territorial integrity. When Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan promises to clear

the PYD/YPG from the east Aleppo city of Manbij—captured from ISIS with coalition support and, for the YPG, at

serious human cost—and create a “terror-free zone,”  he is confronting what the Turks are convinced is a grave threat to

Turkey’s own security, one the United States has exacerbated out of reckless disregard for its NATO ally’s well-being.

Still, it’s not as if the U.S. supported the Syrian affiliate of a designated terror organization only to provoke Turks. There

has been some hand-wringing about U.S. backing for the YPG and the need to, instead, engineer a more ethnically

representative and locally popular force to capture and hold Arab areas controlled by Islamic State. But there has also

been a rationale for a go-fast approach, particularly when Islamic State returnees pose an imminent homeland security

threat and when each year of Islamic State control means more Syrian children are irreversibly acculturated to Islamic

State doctrine. There was and is no capable and motivated Arab “Unicorn Force” acceptable to Turkey and ready to

make these necessary gains in Syria’s east. And Turkey has itself been a reluctant and sometimes unhelpful partner

against Islamic State. Support for the YPG came at a serious cost in terms of Turkish stability and America’s relationship

with a strategic ally, but it’s not clear that cost wasn’t worth paying.

Syria’s Opposition Rebels and the “Proxy” Problem

As for Syria’s rebels: With the possible exception of a handful of train-and-equip forces and despite America’s substantial

covert investment, none of them actually answer to the United States. The jihadists seem almost entirely beyond

anyone’s control, and to the extent that most non-jihadist rebels are “proxies,” they are Jordanian and Turkish proxies,

not American ones. All the effective leverage on these rebels runs through these neighboring countries, on which these

rebels depend for continued material support and cross-border safe haven for their men and families.

Deep-pocketed Qatar and Saudi Arabia also get a vote, but, like the United States, they project influence through Jordan

and Turkey.

Both Jordan and Turkey seem to have revised their overall posture on the Syrian war, although it remains to be seen how

their positions will further evolve and how they will line up with a U.S. policy that is itself in flux. But rebels have little

choice but to adopt the politics of their more proximate state patrons. The United States will, in degrees, eventually leave.
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Turkey and Jordan are going nowhere.

Jordan is reportedly concerned primarily with de-escalating opposite the regime and Russia—thus avoiding further

destabilizing refugee flows—and waging a proxy fight against Islamic State tentacles closest to its border. Its positions

also likely reflect the preferences of Israel, which seems most concerned about an Iranian and Iranian presence adjacent

to the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights.

Russian Intervention and the Genesis of the Geneva Negotiations Track

The catalyst for both Jordan and Turkey’s reorientation on Syria was Russia’s September 2015 intervention, which

fundamentally changed the strategic balance in Syria.  Turkey, for its part, had pushed for a “safe zone” in the eastern

Aleppo countryside in summer 2015, only to be met with U.S. misgivings and foot-dragging.  Now Turkey has secured

its Aleppo safe zone in the only way that remains feasible: working with and through Russia.

Though Russia initially framed its intervention in terms of the campaign against Islamic State, it became apparent

almost immediately that Russia meant to defend the Assad regime against all insurgent threats, from Islamic State to the

Nusra Front to FSA rebels. This approach has its own internal consistency: By Russia’s thinking, any settlement or

transition must be achieved through the existing institutions of the Syrian state which, if destroyed, will be impossible to

rebuild. Russia views Syria’s rebels as hopelessly enmeshed with irreconcilable jihadists and, therefore, is unimpressed by

Western attempts to thin-slice and micro-segment a hundred different “moderate” and “extremist” rebel factions by

ideology or politics. Russia may endorse a negotiated solution, but it would be one that essentially amounts to
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capitulation by reconcilable opposition constituencies.

Russia’s intervention has also operated according to a broader strategic logic.  Russia has shored up the Assad regime,

a traditional partner, whose country might otherwise have turned into a launch pad for jihadist terrorism in the post-

Soviet space.  And Russia has showed off its expeditionary military capabilities, its most modern technologies, and its

reliability as an ally to other states in the region, including Egypt. Russia has made limited headway on the ground

because of the weakness of its local partners, and it seems unlikely to achieve all its war aims. But it has made useful

gains at an affordable price, and intervention at its current level seems more or less sustainable indefinitely.

Moreover, Russia’s determined intervention on behalf of the Assad regime—with an international legal mandate, per the

invitation of its state host—and, in particular, its deployment of modern, integrated air defense systems in Syria made

overt foreign intervention against the Syrian state substantially more risky.  For the United States to implement a no-fly

zone over Syria or carry out most strikes against regime targets, it would have had to either preemptively suppress—that

is, disable or destroy—air defense systems operated by Russian personnel; test U.S. aircrafts’ stealth capabilities and

countermeasures against the Russian S-300 and S-400; or assume that Russia’s threats to act  were a bluff. Even

cruise-missile or standoff strikes launched from beyond Russian systems’ engagement radius would have necessarily

endangered Russian personnel deployed throughout regime territory and risked an escalation with Russia.

With minimal leverage, the United States therefore pursued mostly bilateral “Geneva” negotiations with Russia. Within

the Geneva framework, the United States and Russia were each responsible for delivering their respective allies to the

negotiating table, as well as ensuring those allies’ compliance with confidence-building measures including two

nationwide “cessations of hostilities.” The U.S. investment in the Geneva track was an implicit acknowledgement that,

absent the willingness to directly challenge Russia and potentially spark a great-power showdown over Syria, any

solutions ran through Russia and Russian pressure on its Syrian regime proxy. Yet unsurprisingly,  talks ultimately

stalled and the cessations of hostilities repeatedly collapsed, largely because of Russia and the United States’ limited

leverage over their intransigent Syrian allies and over uncooperative regional states.  The United States has since tested

the multilateral “Lausanne” track, although the fate of all diplomatic efforts is an open question post-Obama.

Iranian Commitment to Assad

Lausanne at least involved and could have served as a standing contact group between key regional stakeholders,

including Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar, and—at least initially—Iran. Iran, which has not participated in Lausanne’s

follow-up technical meetings, seems both absolutely necessary to any resolution to the war and unlikely to have its
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interests sufficiently represented in bilateral negotiations by Russia. Yet Iran also seems uninterested in a negotiated end

to the war, even on Russia’s lopsided terms. It has consistently pushed for an outright regime victory, both directly, with

its own money and men, and through substate allies such as Lebanon’s Hizbullah and various foreign Shi’ite militias.

For Iran, the stakes in Syria border on existential. Syria is Iran’s main Arab state ally and its sole avenue to resupply

Hizbullah, which, in turn, is an integral part of Iran’s deterrent capability against Israel and its Western allies. Iran also

wants to head off the establishment of an extremist Sunni state in Syria, which would necessarily threaten Shi’ites in

Lebanon and Iraq. Iran may not need Assad to control the entirety of Syrian territory to satisfy its own ends, but on the

integrity of the Assad regime, it has evinced no willingness to compromise. It is Iran—not Russia—that seems to be most

in sync with the regime’s strategic thinking. And as a hedge, Iran has been busy building parallel structures, including

various paramilitary auxiliary forces, through which it seems likely to exert additional leverage inside Syria in the future.

Revisiting American Assumptions in Syria

The United States’ core interests in Syria are: Counterterrorism; the stability of regional and European allies; and, to the

extent possible, civilian safety and well-being inside Syria and in its neighbors.

The policy argument below is framed in terms of U.S. policy and interests, which is not to imply that the United States is

uniquely virtuous or that its interests are uncontroversial and universally shared. And, it is worth noting, the United

States’ interests in Syria are not synonymous with those of any of Syria’s warring camps, including the Syrian opposition

and the PYD/YPG.

America’s Counterterrorism Goals and “Good-enough” Solutions

U.S. counterterrorism aims have, most obviously, driven its military campaign against Islamic State and its bombing of

key al-Qaeda leadership in Syria’s northwest. But they have also informed U.S. efforts to effect a political transition away

from the Assad regime, which would allow for the de-escalation or end of Syria’s war and the isolation and targeting of

jihadist irreconcilables.

Per the conventional wisdom among U.S. officialdom and the analyst community, it is impossible to isolate and eliminate

jihadists in Syria so long as the Assad regime—the main polarizing, destabilizing force in the country—remains in power.
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This argument is mostly correct, although it has been somewhat overstated. It is true that there can be no sustainable,

inclusive political order so long as Assad remains in power and the structures of the regime are intact. Absent that sort of

post-Assad order, it will be impossible to deprive the jihadist organizations now active inside Syria of their bases of

popular support and, thus, to totally and permanently defeat them.

But Assad’s survival or victory does not somehow translate into an indefinite upward trend in jihadist militancy inside

and outside Syria. New advances by Assad will partially disrupt and suppress organizations like Fateh al-Sham and

Islamic State, particularly if the regime is able to seal its borders and recapture enough territory to deny these groups

space to recruit and organize.  If Assad wins, these groups will persist, and Syria will likely be wracked by a continuing,

low-level insurgency. Eventually, that could metastasize into a new mass uprising, maybe more radical than this one. But

the idea that these groups’ defeat will translate directly and immediately into a more serious jihadist threat seems unreal.

There is concern that an internationally sanctioned Assad victory would validate jihadists’ narrative and somehow lend

them additional popular force. But in terms of jihadists’ real capabilities and reach, there are practical considerations

that are more relevant. The Assad regime’s terrible behavior is an important mobilizing force for jihadists inside Syria

and abroad, but what these organizations need most to fight the regime and to launch external attacks is a safe haven, a

chaotic void in which they can operate openly. A Syrian opposition that is further radicalized by Assad victories and

international betrayal—but is also reduced to dramatically smaller remnants and driven into isolated mountain redoubts

—is unlikely to be more dangerous than an opposition that provides a permanent explosives lab and staging ground for

al-Qaeda.

Insofar as the causal relationship between Assad’s rule and transnational militancy has guided U.S. and allied policy, its

logical conclusion seems to have been inverted. It doesn’t make sense to work backwards from the need to defeat

jihadism in Syria and conclude that America therefore needs Assad’s removal and an inclusive political settlement.

Rather, one ought to work forward from the impossibility of Assad’s removal and an inclusive political settlement and

conclude that the problem of radicalism in Syria is not entirely solvable.

Assad’s removal and a political transition are prerequisites for the total defeat of Syria’s jihadists, but they are also

unachievable. Total victory against those jihadists is also, therefore, unachievable. If the United States is going to set out

realistic goals and meet them, it needs to aim for an incomplete but good-enough victory over groups like Fateh al-Sham

and Islamic State. The danger these groups pose cannot realistically be brought to zero, but it can be reduced to the

point where it is manageable and non-significant.
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In this sense, America’s campaign to date against Islamic State and its partnership with the YPG is a model for this sort

of good-enough approach. PYD-YPG control of large, ethnically mixed sections of northern Syria along the Turkish

border is not an ideal or fully tenable endstate. It is likely to invite challenge from within and without, as restive

constituencies within “Rojava” chafe at continued PYD control—maybe inviting Islamic State infiltration—and Turkey

takes action against the PKK safe haven along its southern border. But these are problems that can potentially be

managed, by, for example, withholding support from the SDF or making frantic calls to Turkey. And in the meantime,

the U.S.-led coalition’s collaboration with the YPG has led to major gains against Islamic State that have substantially

reduced the threat it poses inside and outside Syria. A PYD-/YPG-centric strategy is not how anyone would imagine

fighting Islamic State in some blue-sky strategy exercise, but it has been the best approach available in difficult

circumstances.

There is an important corollary to scaling back U.S. ambitions in Syria and recognizing that glorious total victory is not

possible: The United States should not do anything reckless or self-destructive in service of partial or incremental gains.

There are some risks the United States could take in Syria that would be tolerable if they could realistically yield

permanent solutions. Short of that, they are not worth it.

Syria’s Elusive Political Transition

A political transition and a negotiated end to Syria’s central civil war are not realistic goals, and the United States should

not make its objectives in Syria conditional on achieving them.

The acceptable minimum demands of both the Assad regime and the Syrian opposition are irreconcilable. No settlement

between the two is possible that is not preceded by the defeat of one of the two sides.

Much of this has to do with the fact that the person of Bashar al-Assad is indivisible. The removal of Assad is the rock-

bottom unifying demand of the opposition. All formulations for a negotiated solution advanced by the opposition or

their backers have amounted to an opposition victory, in that they ultimately require Assad’s removal. The regime’s

supporters counter that Assad is personally indispensable, the central node in the networks of influence that hold

together the Syrian state, and that his removal could fatally destabilize the country’s remaining institutions. This

narrative is self-serving, obviously, but it’s not obvious that it’s wrong. The upshot is that the regime and its supporters

will not sacrifice Assad, and the regime’s state backers will refuse to roll the dice on their client state’s continued survival.

This security dilemma is irresolvable by any practical means.
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Yet even if Assad could be removed without threatening the integrity of the state—or if elements on both sides are,

privately, less maximalist behind closed doors—there is no compromise formulation for a unified Syrian state that can

address the existential fears of either side in the war. This security dilemma is irresolvable by any practical means. To

take just one key example: Given the (entirely reasonable) collective security fears of Syria’s Alawites, it seems impossible

that they would cede control of all four state security services. But there’s a reason why the opposition’s minimum

demands include not just Assad’s removal, but also the restructuring of all the regime’s security services. So long as

Alawite loyalists hold Air Force and Military Intelligence, members of the opposition will never be safe.

In theory, you could resolve some of these issues through federalization or geographic decentralization—for example, the

exclusion of specific regime institutions, including the security services, from opposition areas that would be folded into

a loose federal framework. But with some specific exceptions, geographic decentralization based on current lines of

control and in the near and middle terms is unrealistic. The Assad regime and key opposition constituencies remain

committed to total victory over all of Syria. Until they are exhausted, they will fight on.

The Syrian Opposition as a Vehicle for U.S. Policy

If a negotiated settlement is not going to happen, then the United States needs to re-examine its rationale for supporting

Syria’s armed opposition. From a U.S. policy perspective, the Syrian opposition is neither a viable alternative to the Assad

regime nor an effective means to bring the regime to the negotiating table.

The Syrian opposition includes a lot of good people, people whom, for years now, I’ve known and liked and rooted for.

But the problem of extremist influence is real. By this point, effective power within the opposition rests with the

opposition’s armed factions. The armed opposition is led by actors that the United States cannot reasonably support,

such as Ahrar al-Sham, or that are a real and present danger to international security, such as Fateh al-Sham. It is these

factions that are poised to capitalize on major new opposition gains.

The really irredeemable jihadists led by Fateh al-Sham do not represent a majority of rebels, but all it takes is an

energized minority willing to hunt Western-backed nationalist rebels and beat up civil society activists to define the

parameters of civic life. When rebels capture new territory, the minority participation of out-of-control jihadists is

enough to overshadow any military victory by massacring local minorities or looting and defacing churches—see the

Lattakia mountains 2013,  Kassab 2014 , or Ishtabraq 2015.76 77 78
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The problem of jihadist influence within the opposition is not something the United States can fix. Greater Idlib is the

future of the armed opposition. (Euphrates Shield in the eastern Aleppo countryside seems to have limited prospects for

expansion, and in any case is a Turkish weapon aimed at the PYD. ) The factions in Syria’s northwest cannot plausibly

challenge Fateh al-Sham, individually or collectively. And if the United States attempts to build up an anti-jihadist

champion from within the FSA armed opposition, Fateh al-Sham will destroy it.

There also seems to be no solution to the chronic disorganization and division of the Syrian armed opposition, a large

part of why jihadists have been able to exert outsized influence. At this point, the centrifugal forces working against rebel

coherence—money, ideology, individual personalities—are too much.

The opposition’s factional dysfunction and infiltration by jihadists mean it isn’t a useful tool to pressure the regime to

negotiate seriously. The regime seems unlikely to have ever compromised with any opposition, military or civilian. But

now it is facing off against an armed opposition of which large sections—jihadists, obviously, but also some non-jihadists

with a revanchist agenda—are a would-be exterminationist threat to the regime and its core constituencies of support.

When Fateh al-Sham—who have forcibly converted Idlib’s Druze out of existence  and whose leadership have promised

to eradicate Syria’s Alawites —helps lead the opposition in capturing Idlib’s provincial capital, that does not make the

regime and its terrified constituents more likely to compromise.

Proactive and Reactive Rationales for U.S. Involvement

In terms of Syria’s central regime-opposition civil war, by late 2016 the United States no longer had anything

constructive to achieve in Syria. The United States could not arm or bomb its way to a stable, consensual order in Syria,

democratic or otherwise, nor could it present a desirable alternative to the Assad regime.

There was already little America could do to “win” in Syria. What America could have done earlier is use tools like the

covert arms program to ensure the Assad regime, Russia, and Iran did not win, either. There was no longer an offensive

rationale for backing the opposition, either to capture more territory or to pressure the regime into negotiating. But

there was a defensive or reactive rationale, to empower the opposition to stave off a regime victory. This would not

necessarily have been un-worthwhile, given that the regime and its allies’ aims are abhorrent and run counter to a

stabilizing solution in the long term.

The United States could have blocked the regime’s attempt to retake the entirety of rebel-held territory, which, in terms

of opposition Syrians killed and detained en masse,  could be more costly than even years of continued war. Hurting the

regime would at least have sent a message to the regime and to other would-be bad actors that the regime’s systematic,
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horrendous violations of Syrians’ rights and of international norms were not acceptable or cost-free.

The United States’ most useful tool—at least in service of these reduced, reactive objectives—would have been its covert

arming program. But this program is a blunt instrument: There is no such thing as purely defensive weapons, and so

there would likely have been ebbs and flows on the battlefield in time with periodic upticks in arms supplies.

This course would have been basically incompatible with a counterterrorism strategy aimed at non-Islamic State

jihadists, specifically Fateh al-Sham. In practice, it would have meant subsidizing a jihadist haven in northwest Syria,

albeit one that could be largely contained by Turkey with American technical assistance.  Any influx of arms and other

support for rebels would have necessarily, albeit indirectly, benefited jihadists.  The United States could have

periodically launched targeted assassinations of specific international jihadists, as it does now, but there would have been

no plausible way it could roll back jihadist influence in these areas.

Yet the covert arms program also would have allowed the United States to continue to cultivate partners on the ground

inside Syria, which would have ensured Washington had a foothold in the conflict. Fateh al-Sham is unlikely to absorb

the entirety of the armed opposition, if only because it, too, depends on foreign support to non-jihadist rebels; Fateh al-

Sham simply does not have the resources to finance the entirety of the armed opposition. Non-jihadist factions will

continue to be players on the ground, even if they are overshadowed by more hardline factions. Through its continuing

covert involvement, Washington could have signaled its commitment to non-jihadist factions it does and does not

support—with whom relations can be productive —and to regional allies who might otherwise pursue destructive

policies unilaterally.

More than any Syria-specific goals, some of the most compelling rationales for continuing U.S. action in Syria were based

in America’s ex-Syria rivalries with Russia and Iran. The United States could have acted to Syria to complicate Russian

expansionism in the Middle East and elsewhere, or to attrite Iran and break its logistical link to Hizbullah. There was no

Syrian reason that could justify provoking Russia in Syria. But if the United States had decided to push back on Russia

worldwide and needed somewhere to do it, then Syria could have been the place.

A Policy Course for Trump’s America

Under President Trump, this larger strategic logic seems unlikely to be persuasive.
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It is unclear how Trump plans to reconcile his desire to reach out to Russia with his unfriendliness towards Iran, at least

in the Syrian context. Given Russia and Iran’s parallel investment in the Assad regime, it is not possible, in practical

terms, to work with one country and against the other.  But at a minimum, it seems that obstructing Russia’s aims in

Syria (and, by association, those of the regime and Iran) will not be a priority for America.

Whether and how President-elect Trump will seek a rapprochement with Russia is an issue that is bigger than Syria.

There are good reasons not to fall head-over-heels for a Russia that violates American values and international norms of

sovereignty.  But if America’s relationship with Russia is about to improve dramatically, then, within that new global

strategic context, America needs to chart a policy course in Syria that responsibly secures U.S. interests.

Avoid Entanglement with the Assad Regime

That should not mean throwing America’s support behind the Assad regime, directly or indirectly. There is a crucial

difference between, on the one hand, deliberately frustrating the efforts of the regime, Russia, and Iran; and, on the

other, declining to place American power in service of their parochial aims. Even if the United States is no longer

interested in doing the former, the latter still makes sense.

Some will argue for partnering with the Assad regime and its allies in order to bring the war to a swift conclusion and to

spare unnecessary human suffering. Others may claim that an American realignment would allow for a new, more

productive alliance against Islamic State.

In fact, the United States seems unlikely to get much from new cooperation with the regime axis. The regime has neither

the capacity nor the inclination to effectively combat Islamic State in Syria’s east. Russian airpower has enabled the

regime’s depleted military and its various auxiliary allies to realize some gains in Syria’s west, but the regime still has a

long way to go to capture and pacify the west Syria insurgent strongholds that pose the most serious threat to its control.

If the regime actually manages to grind out a win in the west, it will be ugly and costly, and holding these areas will be a

continuing drain of resources and manpower. The regime’s work will be made easier by a sort of self-cleansing, as

opposition Syrians flee to Syria’s already-shaky neighbors, which will be further destabilized by a massive new wave of

displacement. But even what’s left of these half-destroyed, hostile Sunni towns and cities will be impossible to properly
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control. The locally rooted, more subtle appendages of the regime’s coercive apparatus have been destroyed,  and the

regime will lack sufficient economic largesse to buy goodwill.  Jihadist radicalism will remain, albeit in a reduced form,

and it will poison the refugee diaspora.

This may be the direction things are headed in Syria’s west, but the United States is under no obligation to help the

regime along. And it seems unlikely the regime will ever muster the strength and will to retake the east from the YPG

and Islamic State, both competent, determined enemies. Additional superpower air support will not decisively change

that.

Meanwhile, U.S. normalization with or backing for the Assad regime would legitimate more than five years of appalling

brutality, violence by the regime against the Syrian people on a shocking, unforgivable scale. Affirming the regime’s law-

of-the-jungle barbarism—chemical weapons, “barrel bombs,” deliberate siege and starvation—would obviate America’s

claims to moral leadership and further undermine international law and norms.

A United States in league with the Assad regime would be rendered complicit in the regime’s criminal atrocities.

America would suffer serious reputational damage, both on the global stage and in the Middle East specifically. A surge

in anti-American anger among some constituencies in the Arab Middle East could produce new extremist violence

against Americans at home and abroad, further complicate America’s relationships with traditional allies, and impair

counterterrorism cooperation at the elite and popular level.

By partnering with the regime, the United States would primarily be advancing Iran and Russia’s agendas, not its own.

Russia is apparently seeking to reinforce regional order by providing unqualified support for the region’s authoritarian

strongmen, including Assad, without recognizing that these strongmen’s excesses are themselves a major contributor to

regional instability.  Still, even while Russian aims in Syria are problematic, it seems possible for the United States to

identify at least some points of commonality with Russia. Iran’s goals, meanwhile, are more directly antithetical to U.S.

interests. The swarm of auxiliary militias Iran has created in Syria will almost certainly be used by Iran to wield

influence more directly and forcefully inside Syria, influence it will use to project power beyond Syria and reinforce its

deterrent capabilities against Israel and its Western allies. America should not midwife Iran’s efforts to strengthen its

deterrent against America and America’s friends.

America should continue to deconflict its operations against Islamic State and Fateh al-Sham with the regime and its

Russian ally. Anything more than that would be a mistake.

Don’t Give Up U.S. Support to the Opposition for Nothing
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Even if the United States is prepared to de-escalate its support for the Syrian opposition, it should not cut off the

opposition abruptly or unilaterally.

The United States has spent the last five years investing in and building working relationships with the opposition, from

activists to local governance officials to exile politicians to rebel commanders. Totally abandoning them would be

immoral. It would also be irresponsible politically. America’s allies are co-vested in the opposition, and any American

moves should, to the extent possible, be coordinated with them. If America is going to pursue a larger strategic

reorientation, it will need to carefully manage these relationships to avoid a more damaging rupture.

Moreover, America’s support for the opposition is an important source of leverage on the Assad regime and its allies. It

should be traded and bartered for, not given away for free. As the United States seeks to de-escalate, it should bargain

with the regime’s backers—not the regime itself—to secure a maximally soft landing for America’s opposition allies and

pro-opposition civilians.

There are limits to what can be realistically achieved in negotiations. The negotiated, bilateral de-escalation of Syria’s

central civil war is not worth pursuing. The regime is determined to restore its authority over the entirety of Syria, and it

will not trade away its sovereignty piecemeal. It will not agree to effectively cede whole provinces, particularly sections of

its core western territory such as Idlib. (If the regime does sign onto some deal, it should be expected to subvert or

abrogate it.) It is also a waste of time to try to extract credible commitments from the regime to carry out any internal

structural reform or protect specific domestic political constituencies.

There is also no reason to believe that Russia can promise regime concessions and compliance with any agreement, a

central premise of U.S.-Russia Geneva negotiations. If Russia wants to show that it is a serious interlocutor on behalf of

the regime, let it deliver some of its original commitments under the original February cessation of hostilities—in

particular, large-scale detainee releases. Russia and the regime can muddy the water over humanitarian access to

besieged opposition enclaves by claiming that there are insurmountable safety issues; there is no way they can claim

rebels are obstructing detainee releases. This is the purest test of Russian leverage on the regime. Absent this

demonstration of Russian capabilities, there is little point negotiating with Russia over regime behavior.

What is worth pursuing seriously is negotiations with Russia over Russian behavior. There are serious questions about

Russian good faith, particularly after its apparent bombing of a relief convoy in September,  but it is nonetheless worth

testing Russia’s willingness not to bomb or support regime offensives against specific, geographically limited zones.

There is little that can be realistically done to stop the regime from eventually retaking all opposition enclaves inside the

country’s western corridor, including in the Damascus countryside and the northern Homs countryside. And the specific
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factional mix in greater Idlib—that is, jihadist predominance—means it likely doesn’t make sense to expend American

political capital to negotiate a permanent opposition enclave inside Idlib, even under Turkish tutelage.

But the United States should attempt to extract lasting Russian commitments to the arrangements it has already struck

with Jordan (and potentially Israel) on southern Dara’a and al-Quneitra provinces, and with Turkey on the eastern

Aleppo countryside (Euphrates Shield). These buffer areas could be either semi-autonomous, with some non-security

presence for the Syrian state; or, as in eastern Aleppo, governed by local Syrian opposition institutions and partially

integrated into the neighboring state’s (Turkey’s) administrative apparatus. Pro-opposition Syrian IDPs could live in

these areas mostly or entirely outside the regime’s reach, relieving some of the refugee burden on these neighboring

countries. And these buffers could also address key security concerns for neighboring countries, either by putting

distance between Syrian (but really Hizbullah and Iranian) forces and the Israeli border or by blocking the YPG from

controlling the majority of Turkey’s southern border.

The Assad regime and some of its allies are unlikely to respect these arrangements, but, without Russian air support for

the regime, these well-armed border enclaves ought to be able to defend themselves and enforce a stalemate. Turkey and

Jordan (and, quietly, Israel) would thus be responsible for managing these pockets of Syrian territory and, directly or

through proxies, excluding more dangerous, radical actors.

The United States should also engage Russia and Turkey to negotiate permanent substate autonomy for PYD-controlled

Rojava under dual U.S.-Russian protection. The YPG has been America’s most important partner in the fight against

Islamic State in Syria, and continuing collaboration with the YPG will be critical if the U.S.-led coalition’s gains against

Islamic State are to be sustainable. Yet the PYD-YPG is going to face attack by the Assad regime and, more importantly,

neighboring Turkey. Turkey may no longer see the United States as a fair broker, but America should nonetheless try to

arrange an intermediate settlement between Turkey and the PKK—or TEV-DEM, or whatever acronym is most

conducive to PKK cadres sitting opposite the Turks—in the interest of both ensuring Turkey’s stability in its southeast

and heading off a destructive confrontation in northeast Syria.

Rojava and the Turkish-controlled eastern Aleppo countryside can also be safeguarded by a continued limited presence

for allied foreign troops, if only to deter hostile actors from shooting in and inadvertently sparking an international

conflict. Outside powers are, by all appearances, entirely comfortable killing Syrians inside Syria. Yet they are much more

circumspect about accidentally killing U.S. Special Forces south of the Sajour River, Turkish Armed Forces north of al-

Bab, or, on the other side, Russian personnel deployed alongside Syrian regime units throughout Syria’s west.  These

semi-permanent foreign deployments can help ensure the stability of these zones of control.
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Combat Islamic State, but Responsibly

But even the presence of U.S. troops on both sides of the Turkey-YPG line in eastern Aleppo and elsewhere may be

insufficient to prevent a showdown between Turkey and America’s Syrian Kurdish allies. America has to balance its

campaign against Islamic State with the urgent need to avoid a Turkish-YPG mini-war that would undo America’s gains

to date against the jihadist organization.

The United States should continue to snap up territory at the edges of Islamic State control, where possible, and to

assassinate Islamic State leadership with targeted airstrikes. But it’s also important to acknowledge that, with Islamic

State seriously weakened and the Turkish border now sealed, the United States has already met its most important goals

in the fight against the group. With no remaining border points with Turkey to transport men and supplies, Islamic State

in Syria and Iraq is now mostly contained. Islamic State’s provinces elsewhere in the world will persist, and it will

continue to plot and remotely organize foreign terrorism from within its Syrian-Iraqi rump. But it is now dramatically

less dangerous than it was in 2014.

Local politics do not currently permit the United States to achieve total, lasting victory against Islamic State. America

should therefore calibrate its approach to the incremental gains that are currently available. At the same time, it can lay

the groundwork for a more complete victory in the medium term. But for now, waging unlimited war for a limited,

reversible victory would not be advisable.

SDF FIGHTER EMBRACES LOCAL WOMAN AFTER CAPTURE OF MANBIJ. SOURCE: YPGROGAVA.ORG.
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For now, the United States lacks useful partners on the ground to take major new territory from Islamic State and,

afterwards, to build a durable political and security order. Al-Raqqa, specifically, seems out of reach. The YPG, although

it has moved to isolate the city, will not move to actually capture al-Raqqa without a major U.S. concession that would

effect a total break with Turkey. Turkey’s Euphrates Shield is not a viable alternative. Euphrates Shield likely isn’t

capable of taking al-Raqqa, but, in any case, it cannot reach al-Raqqa without opening a major battle with the YPG in

Manbij or suffering Russian and regime airstrikes on Turkish armor.

The United States should not prioritize the capture of half of a rural Syrian province from Islamic State over its already-

damaged alliance relationship with Turkey. The United States has little choice but to fight Islamic State with one hand

and, with the other, try to avoid a confrontation that could destabilize Turkey and provide a new opening for Islamic

State. The eastern Aleppo countryside in particular is a powder keg, and the United States should actively discourage

provocative moves by either Turkey or the YPG. As for al-Raqqa and Deir al-Zour, the United States should continue to

train and equip Syrian Arab troops who can fight within the framework of the SDF—that is, under YPG supervision—

and can continue to creep southwards. At the same time, it is very possible that an eastern Arab force under Kurdish

YPG tutelage will never be sufficiently numerous or effective to capture the rest of Islamic State’s holdings in Syria. There

may be little practical choice but to leave Islamic State in al-Raqqa and Deir al-Zour, at least for now.

Prioritize Civilian Relief and Protection

Syria’s war has already deformed Syrian society and the broader Middle East. Many of the war’s destructive effects—in

particular, the physical and psychological damage done to the Syrian people—are impossible to fully reverse. But what is

done to alleviate and mitigate them will be hugely important both in human terms and for the future stability of the

region.

The United States must ensure that the basic humanitarian needs of Syrians inside and outside the country are met and

that these people are, as much as possible, able to live with autonomy and dignity. This is a human imperative and a

burden that the United States, out of some minimum sense of solidarity, ought to bear. But it is also a matter of regional

and international security. If young Syrians inside the country can only provide for their families by joining roving

militias—either jihadist marauders or half-criminal pro-regime gangs—the country will remain locked in a cycle of

predation and anarchic violence. And if refugees abroad are penned up in camps or denied the basic freedoms to move

and work, they will become a permanent, resentful underclass vulnerable to recruitment by criminals and radicals.
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The United States needs to continue its humanitarian relief to all areas of Syria, irrespective of factional control. It

should also keep up its support for governance and services inside Syria’s opposition-held areas, both for purely

humanitarian reasons and to prevent sudden, out-of-control refugee flows.

And the United States should continue its generous assistance to refugees in Syria’s neighbors. Those neighbors, in turn,

must be encouraged both to better integrate Syrians into civic life and, as the Assad regime takes more territory inside

Syria, to allow in new Syrian refugees who cannot live safely under regime control. Not every Syrian in, for example,

Idlib will flee the regime’s advance or go into permanent exile. Some civilians are basically apolitical or are, above

everything, attached to their communities and homes. They will either remain in their towns or, if they are driven out by

aerial bombing and clashes, return after the front line moves forward. But many others will have justifiable, irresolvable

fears for their safety under the regime, or for the safety of a loved one. The United States must push Syria’s neighbors,

especially Turkey and Jordan, to let these people in.  To that end, the United States should use both carrots—financial

inducements—and sticks, including the withholding of other assistance and cooperation. If Jordan specifically is too

fragile to take in new refugees, the United States should arrange for the entrance of southern Syrian refugees to Jordan

and transit on to a third country.

And everyone needs to be disabused of the notion that these Syrian refugee populations are somehow a temporary

phenomenon, or that most of these refugees can be induced to return to Syria after a stabilizing resolution to the war.

Some will undoubtedly go back, but, after a war of this terrifying ferocity and with the real threat of retaliation by the

regime, most of these people will remain abroad and form a permanent diaspora. They need to be accommodated in

place.

As for the continued application of sanctions on Syria and the Assad regime, they are a low-risk means for the United

States to exercise some political leverage, although it seems highly unlikely that they will compel any substantive change

in regime behavior. With or without sanctions, the United States should not facilitate or invest in a regime-led

reconstruction effort that will enrich the regime’s crony allies and fuel its patronage networks.

The Politics

None of these policy recommendations are particularly appealing, and they are unlikely to satisfy the American people’s

demand for proactive solutions.

Americans can see the carnage left by the regime’s aerial bombing; Syrian refugee families drowning in the

Mediterranean; and murderous loners swearing allegiance to Islamic State’s Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi under black flags.
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It’s normal that they would want the U.S. government to somehow fix things.

But American objectives in Syria and in the war against Islamic State, as they have been defined publicly by the Obama

Administration, have not been achievable. President-elect Trump seems ready to redefine American aims in Syria, but,

in his own way, he risks overpromising or dedicating the United States to goals that can only be realized at an intolerable

cost.

The recommendations I’ve outlined are an attempt to square President-elect Trump’s stated strategic priorities—about

which I personally have reservations—with the realities of the Syrian war and with America’s capabilities as I

understand them.

In the latter days of the Obama presidency, and ahead of the planned coronation of President Hillary Clinton, the policy

and analyst community put forward a number of interventionist Syria plans that were confident, forward-leaning, and

mostly unfeasible. Some of their policy recommendations were mostly harmless, including anything premised on a

moderate opposition that could assert itself, if only it were given more and better arms. Others—including arguments to

call Russia’s bluff because Russia could be trusted to rationally calculate that a counter-escalation wasn’t in its

interests —were, I thought, reckless. Too many advocated escalation against the Assad regime without regard for that

approach’s limited and unclear prospects for success, or for the major, untenable risk it would entail.

Now America is in danger of going too far in the other direction, by committing to destroying Syria’s jihadists, totally

and forever, with no regard for the moral and strategic cost. There are realistic limits to what the United States can

achieve in the fight against Islamic State and other jihadist groups in Syria. And the United States has other important

strategic equities against which its counterterrorism aims need be balanced.

The United States cannot extricate itself totally from Syria. The war has an outsized, material impact on U.S. interests,

and the United States is at least positioned to mitigate some of its most destructive second-order effects. But the United

States also needs to keep some strategic perspective. Bombing nonessential Assad regime infrastructure and risking a

shooting war with Russia was not worth it then. Joining hands with monsters and launching a doomed campaign to

perfectly defeat Islamic State is not worth it now.

It’s understandable, faced with Syria’s human catastrophe, its strategic complications, and its jihadist threat to the

American homeland, that people on both sides of the political aisle would reach for a policy solution that is aspirational.

But we’re now beyond pursuing something that looks heroic, or like a victory. At this point, the United States needs to

stick to the reasonable and the possible.
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